
The New Pentecost :

Time of Mercy and Time of Justice



PROPHECIES OF JEANNE LE ROYER OF FOUGERES
«Sister of the Nativity» (1731/1798)

http://prophetesetmystiques.blogspot.com/2009/12/propheties-jeanne-le-royer.html

«Woe ! Woe ! Woe to the last century !
Here is what God wanted to show me in his Light. I began looking in the light of God, the 

century which must begin in 1800; I saw by this light that judgement wasn't there, and that it 
wouldn't be the last century. I considered, thanks to the same light, the century of 1900, until the 
end, to see positively if it would be the last. Our Lord made me know, and at the same time made 
me doubt, if it would be at the end of the century of 1900, or in that of 2000. But what I saw, it is 
that if the judgment arrived in the century of 1900, it would come only towards the end, and that 
if the world exceeds this century, the first two decades of the century of 2000 will not pass 
without the judgment intervening, as I saw it in the light of God.»

(Vie et Révélations de Sœur de la Nativité, tome IV, pp. 125-126)

«The world is passing away and the time of my coming draws near. When the sun is about to 
set, one knows that the day is nearly over and that night will soon fall. Centuries are like days for 
Me. Look at this sun; see how much it still has to travel and estimate the time that is left in the 
world.»

I looked intently and it seemed to me that the sun would set in about 2 hours. To a question 
of the sister, Jesus said: “Do not forget that those are not milleniums but only centuries and they 
are few in number.’’ 

PROPHECIES OF MARTHE ROBIN (1902/1981)
http://prophetesetmystiques.blogspot.com/search/label/MARTHE%20ROBIN

«I play with the plans of mankind; my right hand prepares miracles and My Name will be 
glorified in the whole world. The more mankind will be hostile to all that is supernatural, the 
more pleasure I will take in breaking the pride of the irreligious; the fact will be all the more 
admirable and extraordinary. Instead of the throne of the beast will be raised two glorious 
thrones: that of Sacred Heart of Jesus and that of Mary's Immaculate Heart.

It will be recognized that neither the human will, neither the devils, nor the genius of industry 
will put an end to the war and that it will end only when reparation is accomplished.

«Be courageous!  The Kingdom of God is near.  It will begin with something that will come so 
suddenly as to be unexpected.»

«France will sink really low, lower than the other nations, because of its pride and of the bad 
leaders whom she will have chosen. She will have her nose in the dust. Nothing will be left. But 
in her distress, she will remember God and will cry out to Him, and the Holy Virgin will come to 
save her. Then, France will rediscover her mission as the eldest daughter of the Church, and 
become the place for the greatest effusion of the Holy Spirit, and will once again send her 
missionaries out into the world.»
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Philippe, a resident of Foyer de Charité de Châteauneuf-de-Galaure, declared: «I personally 
met Martha three times, and I heard with my own ears the Father Finet said:

«Marthe Robin is predicting that there will be an economic krach, and thereafter there 
will be the great Pentecost of love, and then that all the Christians will live in community.»

PROPHECIES OF BLESSED ELENA AIELLO (1895/1961)
Nun, Foundress of The Sister Minims, STIGMATIZED

http://prophetesetmystiques.blogspot.com/search/label/ELENA%20AIELLO

«People are offending God too much. Were I to show you all the sins committed on a single 
day, you would surely die of grief.   

These are grave times. The world is thoroughly in a state of disarray because it is in a worse 
condition than that of the time of the Great Flood. Materialism moves forward and continues its 
path marked by blood and fratricidal struggles. There are obvious and dangerous signs for peace. 
The punishment passes over the world as the shadow of a threatening cloud, to show to mankind
that the justice of God glides over it and that the power of the Mother of God still slows down 
the bursting of the storm. All is suspended like from a thread: when this thread will break, Divine 
Justice will fall on the world and then it will be the great purification. All the nations will be 
punished because innumerable are the sins which, like a tide of rubbish, have covered the earth. 
The forces of evil are ready to break out in each part of the world, with a terrible violence. This 
will result in an unimaginable distress.

It has been for the longest time that I have warned mankind, in several ways, the 
governments of the people, informing them of the serious threats which weigh on them; but they 
don't want to admit that, to avoid the punishment, it is necessary to make society go back to 
leading a Christian life. How much my heart is saddened to see that mankind doesn’t even think 
of returning towards God anymore! But time is counted: the whole world will be upset. Much 
blood will be shed: righteous men, innocent persons, holy priests, and the Church herself will 
suffer greatly. Hatred will reach its peak. 

«A godless propaganda is spreading in the world with its countless errors, generating even 
persecutions, ruins and death. If mankind does not cease offending my Son, the time of justice of 
the Father will draw closer on earth and the punishment it deserves will be the greatest 
punishment that mankind has ever known. When an extraordinary sign will appear in the sky, 
mankind will know that the punishment of the world is close.» (January 7, 1950)

«Italy will be humiliated, purified in blood, and must suffer much because the numerous sins 
of this beloved country, seat of the Vicar of Christ. You cannot imagine what will happen!  
There will be a great revolution and streets will be red with blood. The Pope will suffer much, 
and all this suffering will be like an agony, which will shorten his earthly pilgrimage. His 
successor will guide the boat in the storm.»                                                                                        
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«However the punishment of the impious will not be delayed. That day will be most feared 
in the world! The earth will tremble, all humanity will be shaken! The wicked and the obstinate 
will perish in the tremendous severity of the justice of the Lord. Send a message to prevent this 
immediately, as long as it is possible, all people of the earth, so that they may return to God by 
prayer and penance.»

«Satan reigns and triumphs on earth! See how the souls are falling into Hell. See how high 
the flames are, and the souls who fall into them like flakes of snow look like transparent embers! 
How many sparks! How many cries of hate, and of despair! How much pain!

«See how many priestly souls! Look at the sign of their consecration in their transparent 
hands! (In the palms of their hands the sign of the cross, in more vivid fire, could be seen!) What 
torture, My daughter, in My Maternal Heart! Great is My sorrow to see that men do not change! 
The justice of the Father requires reparation -- otherwise many will be lost!»

«See how Russia will burn! » Before my eyes there extended an immense field covered with 
flames and smoke, in which souls were submerged as if in a sea of fire!

«And all this fire, concluded the Madonna, is not that which will fall from the hands of men, 
but will be hurled directly from the Angels (at the time of the great chastisement or
‘housecleaning’ that will come upon the earth). Therefore, I ask prayers, penance and sacrifice, 
so I may act as Mediatrix for My Son in order to save souls.» (April 7, 1950: Holy Friday)

«I want that everybody be aware that the chastisement is close: a fire never seen before will 
go down on the earth and a large part of mankind will be destroyed … Those who will remain
will be under the protection of the mercy of God, while all those who do not want to repent of 
their faults will perish in a tide of fire!... Russia will be almost completely burned. Some nations 
will disappear. Italy will be in part saved by the Pope.» (April 11, 1952)

«So ungrateful have they become towards My Sacred Heart and abusing of My graces, they 
have converted the world into a scene of crimes. Innumerable scandals carry souls to their ruin, 
especially the souls of the youth. They have given themselves, without restraint, to the pleasures 
of the world which have degenerated into perversions.

The bad example of parents produces, within families, scandals and infidelities, rather than
the practices of virtues and of prayer. The home, source of faith and holiness, has become soiled
and corrupted. The wilfulness of men does not change and they stubbornly continue in their sins. 
The punishments and afflictions God sends to make them become reasonable are severe, but men 
are enraged as if they were wounded beasts, and harden their hearts against the grace of God.

Clouds with lightening rays of fire and a tempest of fire will pass over the whole earth and 
the punishment will be the most terrible ever known in the history of mankind. It will last 70 
hours.  The wicked will be crushed and eliminated. Many will be lost because they stubbornly 
remained in their sins. Then the power of light on darkness will be seen.  "I am bending over the 
world and holding in suspension the justice of God; otherwise, these things would have already 
happened. Prayer and sacrifices are needed. Mankind must return to God and to My Immaculate 
Heart, Mediatrix for all; then, at least, part of the world will be saved.»

(Holy Friday, april 16, 1954)
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«The world no longer merits pardon, but deserves fire, destruction and death. There must be 
much penance and prayers by the faithful to mitigate the deserved chastisement which is only 
delayed thanks to the intervention of My dear Mother, who is the Mother of all mankind. Near at 
hand is the scourge that will cleanse the earth of evil! Divine Justice clamors for satisfaction for 
the many offenses and evils which cover the earth. No more can be tolerated. Obstinate men, 
hardened in their faults, do not turn to God.

«The people do not subject themselves to the Church and despise the priests because there 
are so many among them who are the cause of scandals. Listen well to what I have to tell you 
and announce it to everyone. My heart is saddened by the many afflictions which threaten the 
world. The justice of our Heavenly Father is gravely offended. Manking persists in living in their 
sins…»   (April 16, 1954)

«The world is flooded by a deluge of corruption. The governments of the people have arisen 
as demons in human flesh and even though they speak of peace, they prepare for war with 
devastating weapons that can annihilate whole peoples and nations.» (April 16, 1954)

«The wrath of God is near and the world will be afflicted with great calamities, bloody 
revolutions, strong earthquakes, starvations, epidemics and by frightful hurricanes overflowing 
rivers and seas! The world will be overturned in a new and more terrible war. The most lethal 
weapons will destroy people and nations. The dictators of the earth, infernal creatures, will 
demolish the churches and desecrate the Holy Eucharist, and will destroy things most dear. In 
this impious war, because of the fierce impulse and of the bitter resistance of many, all that was 
made from the hand of men will be pulled down.

Clouds with lightening rays of fire and a tempest of fire will pass over the whole world. The
terrible punishment, as never seen before in the history of mankind, will last seventy hours. The 
wicked will be crushed and eliminated. Many will be lost because they stubbornly remain in their 
sins. Then they will feel the force of light over darkness.» (April 16, 1955)

The times are grave. The whole world is in turmoil, because IT HAS BECOME WORSE 
THAN AT THE TIME OF THE GREAT FLOOD ! Everything is hanging as by a thread; when 
this thread will break, the justice of God, like a clap of thunder, will carry out its terrible 
purification.»

Sister Elena asked, «What will become of Italy?»
«Italy, my daughter, will be humiliated, purified in blood, and must suffer a lot, because 

numerous are the sins of this beloved country, seat of the Vicar of Christ. You cannot imagine 
what will happen! In those sad days there will be much anguish and weeping. There will be a 
great revolution, and streets will be red with blood.»

«However the punishment of the impious will not be delayed. That day will be the most 
fearful in the world! The earth will tremble, all humanity will be shaken!» 

(Decembre 8, 1958 : Feast of the Immaculate Conception)

«There will be a true and great duel between Me and Satan... The materialism advances 
quickly in all the nations and continues its path marked of blood and death! ... If people do not 
return to God with truly Christian living, another terrible war will come from the East to the 
West, a war of death and terror, and finally the purifying fire will fall from the Heavens, like a 
snowstorm, on all peoples, and a great part of humanity will be destroyed!
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«Russia will march upon all the nations of Europe, particularly Italy, and will raise her flag 
over the dome of St. Peter's... “I will manifest my partiality for Italy, which will be preserved 
from the fire, but the skies will be covered with dense darkness, and the earth will be shaken by 
fearful earthquakes which will open deep abysses. Provinces and cities will be destroyed, and all 
will cry out that the end of the world has come! Even Rome will be punished according to justice 
for its many and serious sins, because the scandal has reached its peak.” However the good ones 
which will suffer and who will be persecuted by justice, and the righteous souls should not fear, 
because they will be separated from the irreligious people and from the stubborn sinners, and 
saved!» (1959)

«Russia will march upon all the nations of Europe, particularly Italy, and will raise her flag 
over the dome of St. Peter's. Italy will be severely tried by a great revolution and Rome will be 
purified in blood for its many sins, especially those of impurity. The flock is about to be 
dispersed and the Pope will suffer greatly.»                                   (1959)  

«People pay no attention to My motherly warnings, and thus the world is falling headlong 
into an abyss of iniquity. Nations shall be convulsed by terrible disasters, causing destruction and 
death.

«Russia, spurred on by Satan, will seek to dominate the whole world and, by bloody 
revolutions, will propagate her false teachings throughout all the nations, especially in Italy. The 
Church will be persecuted and the Pope and the priests shall suffer much.»

«Oh, what a horrible vision I see! A great revolution is going on in Rome! They are entering 
the Vatican. The Pope is all alone; he is praying. They are holding the Pope. They take him by 
force. They knock him down to the floor. They are tying him. Oh, God! Oh, God! They are 
kicking him. What a horrible scene! How dreadful! Our Blessed Mother is drawing near. Like 
corpses those evil men fall down to the floor. Our Lady helps the Pope to his feet and, taking him 
by the arm, She covers him with her mantle saying: Don’t be afraid!»

Flagstaffs (flying the Red Flag over St. Peter's dome and elsewhere); annihilation and 
seduction have gone out of the clubs of these sinister brutes. These atheists are ever shouting:
We don't want God to rule over us; we want Satan to be our master!»

«My daughter, Rome will not be saved, because the Italian rulers have forsaken the Divine 
Light and because only a few people really love the Church. But the day is not far off when all 
the wicked shall perish, under the tremendous blows of Divine Justice.» (Holy Friday, 1961)
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